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Fence



Fence is a modular divider of space, freestanding it 

gives the total flexibility that a modern working 

environment demands.  Use Fence to create a mix of 

collaborative & personal spaces, specify accessories to 

give visual & acoustic seclusion or leave the modules 

open to create zones without closing down the space 

and restricting natural light.

Office floor plates have to be adaptable & responsive 

demanding fast, cost effective reconfiguration, the free 

standing design ethos of Fence allows you to achieve 

this.

A combination of timber panels, steel frames & storage 

carcasses combine to enclose open plan areas 

creating team neighbourhoods & social huddles whilst 

defining circulation paths without the need to build fixed 

floor to ceiling walls.

The flexibility of the simple modular design combined 

with a wide range of finishes leaves the specifier free to 

create unique combinations of product that can be 

updated, reconfigured, closed & opened up as the 

needs of the business evolve.  Visual & acoustic 

privacy can be scaled up & down as work styles 

dictate.  The grid style of the product can be 

emphasised or floating horizontal lines given more 

prominence by mixing the wide range of finishes in 

alternative combinations.



Fence with Privo sofas & tables 

Fence divides open plan space and in this example has created an informal 

presentation area, coffee come drop in area and shared desk zone.

A mix of accessories have been used to encourage idea sharing, create visual & 

acoustic privacy, storage space & impromptu meeting environments. 

Informal Presentation Space

Drop In Space

Shared Desk Space





Panels can be suspended from the frame increasing visual & acoustic privacy.

A wide range of panels are available from image & acoustic fabric covered panels 

to drywipe, blackboard & pinboard panels.

The specifier is able to propose any panel product & we will investigate it’s 

suitability and integration into our system.

Fence with Podium drop in high table & Involv stools



Stowaway stools sit 

within Fence shelf 

modules creating a 

visual & acoustic baffle 

when not in use

Shelves can be specified at different lengths allowing off grid division of vertical space 

to accommodate objects of varying height.







Fence with Involv table 

The Involv touchdown table with SmartTops allow dividing screens to be 

slotted into position by the occupant creating a temporary visual barrier.  With 

all dividing screens removed the worksurface is returned to a team meeting 

table.

Fence accessories include a rack for storing the screens when not required.

Removable acrylic screens slot into the work surface



Fence seat arbour

Fence offers the possibility of many combinations from just a few module options.  Base 

frames, open base unit, sliding door, hinged door & seat pad option can be combined 

with add on shelf modules, dry wipe & pinboard alcove, flat screen housing, lockers & 

seat arbour.

Combine this with cladding panels, 7 MFC finishes & 3 metalwork finishes to open up 

endless possibilities.  We see Fence as the starting point & working with designers & 

specifiers further project specific finishes & storage modules & combinations can be 

developed.



By contrasting the finish of the horizontal shelves with the vertical frame a linear 

aesthetic is created. 

The Fence shelf module is coordinated with the Involv barrel shaped table with black 

Fenix work surface, the legs are white.  White leather Kurv high back chairs 

completes this minimalist solution.

Low Fence sitting behind Privo sofas

Fence as a simple shelf module against a wall. 


